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Monte Carlo solution of Inverse Problems (rejection method).

• Sample the a priori volumetric probability fprior(M) , to ob-
tain (many) random models M1 , M2, . . .

• For each model Mi , solve the forward modeling problem,
Oi = ϕ(Mi) .

• Give to each model Mi a probability of ‘survival’ propor-
tional to L(Mi) = gobs( ϕ(Mi) ) .

• The surviving models M′1 , M′2, . . . are sample points of the
posterior volumetric probability

fpost(M) =
1
ν

fprior(M) gobs( ϕ(M) )︸ ︷︷ ︸
L(M)



(the other models have been falsified by the observations).

• The O′1 = ϕ(M′1) , O′2 = M′2, . . . are samples of the poste-
rior volumetric probability in the observable parameter space
gpost = ϕ( fpost) .

Example I: Estimation of a seismic epicenter (again)
(⇒mathematica notebook).

Example II: Estimating the pole of rotation of a tectonic plate
(⇒mathematica notebook).



Monte Carlo solution of Inverse Problems (Metropolis algor.).

1 Design a random walk Mi, Mi+1, . . . that, if unthwarted,
samples the prior volumetric probability fprior(M) ;

2 Mcurrent being the last accepted model, let Mtest be the
next model proposed (by the random walk that samples
the prior), solve the forward modeling problem, Otest =
ϕ(Mtest) , and let be Ltest = L(Mtest) ≡ gobs(Otest) ,

3 if Ltest ≥ Lcurrent , accept Mtest as the new current model,
and go to [2];

4 if Ltest < Lcurrent , give a chance to model Mtest of being
accepted, with probability of acceptance

P = Ltest/Lcurrent ,

and go to [2].



• The accepted models M′1 , M′2, . . . are sample points of the
posterior volumetric probability

fpost(M) =
1
ν

fprior(M) gobs( ϕ(M) )︸ ︷︷ ︸
L(M)

• The O′1 = ϕ(M′1) , O′2 = M′2, . . . are samples of the poste-
rior volumetric probability in the observable parameter space
gpost = ϕ( fpost) .



Comment I: What to do when we have different kinds of data?

Usually one has (independent uncertainties)

gobs(Ograv, Oseismol, . . . ) = ggrav(Ograv) gseismol(Oseismol) . . . ,

in which case

fpost(M) =
1
ν

fprior(M) Lgravity data(M) Lseismic data(M) . . . ,

and we can use a “cascaded Metropolis”.



Comment II: The prior probability distribution needs not be
explicitly given

Example: I have a model with three layers, each characterized
by a thickness and an elastic parameter. I may generate (prior)
models as follows:

- the thickness of the first layer can only take two values, H1
or H2 , with probability 1/2;

- if the thickness of the first layer is H1 , I randomly generate
the thickness of the second and third layers doing this; if the
thickness of the first layer is H2 , then, the thickness of the sec-
ond layer must equal some given value H , while the thickness
of the third layer is randomly generated doing this;

- if the thichness of the third layer is less than the thickness
of the first layer, the elastic parameters in the three layers are
generated doing this and this; if not, then they are generated
doing this.



Surely, some mathematician may find pleasure on writing the
explicit expression of the 6D volumetric probability

fprior(h1, h2, h3, e1, e2, e3)

so defined. But we do not need this. We only need the sam-
ples.



Comment III: Geostatistics

Geostatistics is an underdeveloped science. We must move it
away from the petroleum industry needs, and start develop-
ing good statistical models of volcanoes, beaches, planetary
mantles, etc.

In inverse problems, we are typically too trivial in introducing
a priori information. The usual Gaussian model (we are going
to see some examples of it in the coming lessons) is simplistic.

We also need good statistical compilations of rock physics pro-
perties.



Comment IV: Designing the random walk

In problems with many parameters and/or with parameters of
different nature, there are infinitely many way of sampling the
prior. Being clever at this point, may accelerate the efficiency
of the Metropolis algorithm by orders of magnitude.



Comment V: Can we solve arbitrarily complex problem?

No. We are unable find needles in high-dimensional haystacks.



Comment VI: Simmulated annealing?

Very popular in inverse problems, but irrelevant.

Simulated annealing is Metropolis sampling algorithm plus a
slow modification of the probability distribution until the ran-
dom walk freezes at the maximum likelihood point.

Please, don’t care about the maximum likelihood point: only
the sample points are of interest.



Comment VII: Gibbs sampler?

We are at some point. Randomly define a line passing by the
point, consider the conditional distribution (given the line).
Sample it in any efficient way.

Why not? Any method that provides bona-fide samples is ac-
ceptable. I have never implemented the Gibbs sampler.

Geostatisticians are sometimes good in designing sampling
methods (like for the conditional Gaussian simulation).



Comment VIII: Genetic algorithms?

While the Metropolis algorithm was motivated by a thermo-
dynamic problem [sampling the Gibbs distribution], can one
be inspired by Darwinian evolution?

Beware! If the users of genetic algorithms in inverse problems
use the word “sample” they are not actually sampling any
probability distribution. They are just generating models that
may be qualitatively acceptable (this may be interesting only
if, for some reason, strict probabilistic formulation or bona fide
sampling techniques can not be used).




